Solar Sal Promises To Revolutionize

Marine Cargo Transportation in 2015

Solar Sal comes
together, built by a
dedicated team of
volunteers under
the tutelage of
Professor Borton.
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by Pete Bardunias, President/CEO, The Chamber of

Southern Saratoga County

One of his friends purchased a membership in the Chamber of Southern Saratoga County (CSSC) for
Professor David Borton (above, left) – notice the plaque at center. This gift, which will keep on giving
all year, also enables the CSSC to support three separate cargo ventures at once – Solar Sal (solar
power), Ceres (VT Sail Freight Project - wind power. See Boating on the Hudson September 2014.),
and the New York State Marine Highway (traditional diesel powered tugboats), in addition to historic
cargo vessels such as the Pennsylvania Railroad Barge #399 and the Onrust. The CSSC is now one of
the strongest voices for the marine industry in all of New York State, with over 30 member businesses/
organizations directly connected to the waterways.

Views of the Solar Sal as it comes together, built by a dedicated team of volunteers under
the tutelage of Professor Borton. Construction of the prototype is a traditional woodframed vessel, while production versions will incorporate lessons learned from Solar Sal
and utilize a mold to facilitate faster construction and uniform quality standards.
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he almost foundered on her maiden
voyage. They called her “a cheesebox on a raft”,
a diminutive vessel which was almost laughable
in appearance next to the stately capital ships of
her day. Could so radical a design and construction change forever the history of how mankind
takes to the sea? The vessel just described was
the USS Monitor, which changed the course of
naval history forever when it stood alongside CSS
Virginia in the epic Civil War Battle of Hampton
Roads and singlehandedly saved the Union fleet
from disaster. Descendants of the Monitor would
rule the seas for some 80 years and make the USA
a world power.
Sometimes big things come in small packages,
and although the cargo vessel taking shape in
a Rensselaer County garage would be hardly
noticeable on the Hudson alongside the massive
cargo vessels that sail up and down each day, the
Solar Sal is going to make quite a splash in 2015 if
Professor David Borton’s calculations are correct.
When this vessel takes to the waterway later this
year, it will mark the first time in Erie Canal history
that a boat will be able to carry a 12 ton cargo
across New York State without the use of fossil
fuels (or mules for that matter – hence the name).
Solar Sal will operate efficiently
at 5 knots fully loaded, using only
the sun (the boat design, solar
electric marine propulsion and a
storage battery system are Patent
Pending). With so little space
devoted to engines, the vessel’s
design is surprisingly spacious
and can be outfitted in various
ways to hold raw materials or
finished goods, farm products,
passengers or even be utilized
as a private yacht. As the boat nears completion and makes its maiden voyage on the canal
system, future articles will keep “Boating on the
Hudson” readers informed of this history-making
development. It is very, very exciting to be able
to share this with you all!
Marine-related businesses or organizations
anywhere in New York State are welcome to get
involved with the Chamber of Southern Saratoga County and help promote the future of
alternative-fueled marine propulsion systems of
all types. For more information about Solar Sal,
marine cargo transportation on the canal system
or becoming part of the ever-growing marine
membership of the CSSC, please call
(518) 371-7748 or email the author at:
pete@southernsaratoga.org .
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